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Fraud

19-74607

Bristol Lane

Vehicle Fire
(Vessel)

19-74759

Tolstoy Lane
(Marineland
Marina)

Missing
Person

19-74633

Osprey Lane

Burglary
Vehicle

19-74608

Eastmoor Lane

Burglary
Vehicle

19-74636

Point Of Woods
Drive

Suspicious
Incident

19-74654

Whipporwill
Drive

Female was defrauded of $13,500 by mailing two separate cash
payments to someone calling her advising that her grandson was
involved in a crash and was arrested. Deputy Gaddie instructed the
female to call FedEx and one of the mailings containing $8,500 had
not left the shipping center yet and will hopefully be returned to
the victim in the morning they advised. Report by Deputy Gaddie.
RP advised while watching TV aboard his 33 foot trawler when his
brother smelled an electrical fire. Upon going to investigate the
boat began filling with smoke they were able to evacuate without
any injury. Fire spread to the adjacent sailboat causing significant
damages (owner notified by Marina). FWC, Coast Guard notified
and responded at this time no environmental hazards were
observed, owner attempting to have vessel removed.
RP reported that she has not seen or heard from her estranged
husband since 7/23/19. BOLO sent to St Johns. Report by Deputy
Lane.
Delayed vehicle burglary from 0030 hours last night. Two black
males were observed on surveillance video entering three unlocked
vehicles in the driveway, no items taken. Report by Deputy
McCarthy.
Male advised he observed 10-12 black males breaking into vehicles
in the area and they fled on foot. Perimeter was set. Sergeant
Weaver located S1 (juvenile probation) on Easthampton Boulevard
matching the description. A vehicle was observed entering into the
area by Deputy Capela occupied by four individuals and upon
stopping it only the driver was in the vehicle. Three subjects were
located on Eagle Crest Path that had been in the vehicle and could
not dispel law enforcements suspicion and they were arrested for
loitering and prowling. S2’s parents advised that he was not home
during a curfew check and a VOP was completed on him by
Corporal Meehan 19-74646. S3’s parents advised that he was not
home during a curfew check and a VOP was completed on him by
Deputy Horler.
RP called 911 advising a female ran her car into the garage door.
Units responded to the residence, observed heavy damage to the
garage door. After numerous attempts to make contact with the
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RP at the residence and via telephone no one answered either. A
case card was left at the door and a BOLO sent out. Approximately
45 minutes later the male called 911 stating they were both back at
the residence. Units attempted contact and no one answered the
door, contact via telephone also met negative results.

